PUERTO RICO, AND THE DREADED “D” WORD

P.R. Pays Electric, Water/Sewer & Highway Debts
But Not Cornerstone $779 million G.O.’s
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On July 1, Puerto Rico defaulted on $972 million of bonds, while paying $1.03 billion of other debt. For months, officials
vowed to repay general obligation debt, which it did not. Rum taxes dedicated to special tax bonds were impounded to
pay G.O. debt. They reneged on that promise, days after a federal law passed to stabilize Puerto Rico’s finances.
Puerto Rico’s debt management has deteriorated to the point where there is no rhyme or reason as to whose debt is
getting repaid. General Obligation debt was supposed to be inviolate and protected by Puerto Rico’s Constitution, and
yet that default accounted for nearly 3/4ths of all defaults on July 1.

Defaults are a failure to repay bond investors their principal and interest on the stated maturity date. Defaults are rare.
To see how rare, total defaults in the $3.7 trillion-dollar municipal bond market are less than ½ of 1% over the life of
municipal bonds after issuance.

It is impossible to divine a strategy from Governor Padilla. For months he shuttled between San Juan and Washington,
twisting legislative arms for federal legislation to buffer Puerto Rico until a multi-year plan could be agreed to. During
that time, he repeated a mantra emphasizing the need for haste in passing a rescue bill because of the impending July 1
debt payment date. In the end, passage of the law meant nothing except de-facto defaults, as if Puerto Rico operated
under the aegis of a bankruptcy court, by using its “Emergency Moratorium” laws to avoid making debt payments until
at least February 2017.

Investors holding Puerto Rico bonds face a dilemma. Sell bonds at depressed prices, or hold on for eventual recovery.
Since March 2014, P.R. G.O. investors have seen a 35% decline in the price of their bonds. But owners of Puerto Rico
Electric, and Puerto Rico Water & Sewer bonds have seen full repayment to date, because of water rate increases and
massive reductions in oil fuel costs.

When markets are in flux and confused, as they surely are in Puerto Rico, the best strategy is to hold onto Puerto Rico
Bonds until there is more clarity in this man-made financial disaster. For example, looking at the July 1 payment record,
an untrained eye might believe that it would be best to sell his/her general obligation bonds, since there was a total
default. Yet, current market prices are around 65-70 cents on the dollar for these bonds, have shown improvement
since the federal PROMESA relief bill was signed by President Obama, and the last offer that the Government made to a
group of general obligation bond holders was for substitute bonds that would be valued at about 80 cents on the dollar.

A federal control board will be placed over Puerto Rico to control its overspending, but will provide no money in a bailout. In order to survive financially and economically, Puerto Rico must straighten out its financial house. In the end, a
structure must be devised that will allow Puerto Rico to regain investor confidence and again be able to borrow using its
general obligation credit and its essential utility enterprises like highways, electric, water & sewer systems. The jumble
that is Puerto Rico cannot be solved by pitting one class of bondholders against another. Authorities that sell debt for
essential services like public safety and schools are likely to get more sympathetic treatment from a federal control
board than one that funds recreational projects, although just about everyone agrees that Puerto Rico needs a big shotin-the-arm for promoting economic development.
Without credit, the infrastructure of roads, schools, water, sewer and electric systems will decay and seal Puerto Rico’s
fate. Regaining trust and credit requires making good on past debts—there is no other solution. Honoring its
Constitutional debt obligations would be a good start.

An excerpt from this report was printed in the Monday July 11 issue of the Palm Beach Post.
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